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A short summary used to quickly and simply define a 
profession, product, service, organization, or event and its 

value proposition. 

Reflects the idea that it should be possible to deliver the 
summary in the time span of an elevator ride 

30 s     —     1’      —     1’30     —     2’     —      5’ 

If interesting and value adding, the conversation will either 
continue after the elevator ride, or end in exchange of 

business cards or a scheduled meeting. 
wikipedia.org

Pitch

http://wikipedia.org
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The purpose of a pitch



Stimulate Interest



–Johnny Appleseed

“Type a quote here.” 

Build 
Trust



Start a conversation



The content of a pitch



1. Value Proposition

Why people would buy  
 what you are selling



2. Business Case

How you will make money



3. Call for Action

How you are going  
to make it happen



The delivery of a pitch



SIMPLE

S
Simplicity isn’t about 
dumbing down, it’s 
about prioritizing. 
(Southwest will be 
THE low-fare airline.) 
What’s the core of 
your message? Can 
you communicate it 
with an analogy or 
high-concept pitch?

UNEXPECTED

S U
Simplicity isn’t about To get attention, 

violate a schema. (The 
Nordie who ironed a 
shirt…) To hold 
attention, use 
curiosity gaps. (What 
are Saturn’s rings 
made of?) Before your 
message can stick, 
your audience has to 
want it.

CONCRETE

U C C E S
To be concrete, use 
sensory language. 
(Think Aesop’s 
fables.) Paint a mental 
picture. (“A man on 
the moon…”) 
Remember the Velcro 
theory of memory—try 
to hook into multiple 
types of memory. 

CREDIBLE

C C E S
Ideas can get 
credibility from 
outside (authorities 
or anti-authorities) 
or from within, using 
human-scale statistics 
or vivid details. Let 
people “try before 
they buy.” (Where’s 
the Beef?) 

EMOTIONAL

C C E S
human-scale statistics 

People care about 
people, not numbers. 
(Remember Rokia.) 
Don’t forget the 
WIIFY (What’s In It 
For You). But identity 
appeals can often 
trump self-interest. 
(“Don’t Mess With 
Texas” spoke to 
Bubba’s identity.)

STORIES

C C E S
people, not numbers. 

For You). But identity 

 Stories drive action 
through simulation 
(what to do) and 
inspiration (the 
motivation to do it). 
Think Jared. Spring-
board stories (See 
Denning’s World Bank 
tale) help people see 
how an existing 
problem might 
change.

C C E S s
Denning’s World Bank 

www.madetostick.com Chip and Dan Heath

http://www.madetostick.com
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Simple
Eat sandwiches and lose weight.

Emotional
 We care more about an individual — 

Jared — than about a faceless 
person in a crowd.

Unexpected
A guy lost a lot of weight by eating 

fast food!

Credible 
 We can see how a guy who used to 
wear 60-inch pants and XXL shirts is 

now slender.

Concrete
He shows his oversized pants, 
mentions specific sandwiches.

Story
The protagonist overcomes big odds 
to triumph. He inspires the rest of us 

to do the same.



1. Value Proposition

2. Business Case

3. Call for Action

Elevator Pitch Example

Try to recognize





The Concept Unique value for 
customers

Unique value for 
partners Competitors… ?

We have the most effective 
form of advertising

Our advertisements are 
exposed to customers for 
2.22 second on average. 

Now what kind of advertising 
has that kind of 3 exposure 

time? 
Ladies and gentlemen, we 
advertise on coffee cups. 

That’s right. We put your 
brand in their hands.

How does coffee cup 
advertising work? 

 

Well, we got an advertiser. 
They pay us money. We 

produce paper coffee cups 
with their advertising or 

brand on it. Then we give 
these coffee cups to coffee 

stands for free.

Why does someone want to 
advertise on a coffee cup?

Because it takes an 
individual 37 minutes to drink 
up a coffee on average. That 
person’s gonna have to look 
at the cup, drink, look at the 

cup, drink, twenty times 
before it is fully consumed. 
And that person is going to 
move around like a mobile 

billboard exposing their 
brand to at least six different 
individuals before that cup is 

drunk.

What is in it for the coffee 
stand?

When most people think 
about coffee stands, they 

think about Starbucks. What 
about the 25,000 coffees 

stands that have plain white 
cups like this? They don’t 

have the economy of scale to 
put their own brand on the 
cup. So we give them free 
cups. They save $15,000 a 
year by not buying cups. 
They like the savings so 

much that 80% of the stands 
we contacted have signed 
exclusivity agreement to 

distribute our cups.

1. Value Proposition



How me make 
money Progress Why & How 

make it happen What’s next

With 700 coffee stands, we 
can move 8 million cups a 
month. And at a 13 cents 

profit, 8 million cups a month, 
we are making over a million 
dollars of profit every single 

month. 
We have already started. In 

fact, our first customer 
overstock.com will see 

their cups hit the California 
market in 21 days.

2. Business Case

What’s in it for Cup Ad?
We make 13 cents profit on 
every single coffee cup we 

distribute

What we need 
from you

What kind of momentum 
have we started for this 

company?
The last month alone, we got 
58 coffee stands in California 
sign exclusivity agreements 

with us, to distribute our 
cups. 

If we continue to get 58 
coffee stands every single 

month for the next 12 
months, we will have 700 

coffee stands at the end of 
the year.

Call for action

3. Call for action



yasmall.ae

Tailoring a Custom-Fit Pitch 
The common mistakes



1. Get to the point



2. Make the story about them (not you).
Listen before pitching



3. Understand their needs



The ability to step into the shoes of another person aiming to 
understand their feelings and prospectives, and to use that 

understanding to guide our action

em • pa • thy
noun

4. Feel their pain



5. Show, don’t tell.



6. Write slide titles that tell the story.

“20 Years of Impact”

“A Leader in the Community”

“Company Overview”

 "Introduction"

"Challenges"

"Social Business"

"A Shift Toward Social Business"

Collaborative social organizations 
surpass barriers to growth

"Dell attributes $3M in revenue to 
Twitter posts"“Signs of ROI”



7. Keep it fresh

You can have the most 
creative logo, the 

slickest slogan (…) but 
if your elevator pitch is 

out of date, you're 
missing one of your 

most important 
opportunities to 

"brand."

bloomberg.com

http://bloomberg.com


8. Put in more prep time.
© 2014 Smash Studios NY



9. Liven it up



10. A good voice is

http://fc05.deviantart.net

Natural
Expressive

Strong
Clear

Work on
Volume

Pitch Articulation
Rate



11. Check you body language



Slides for a 5’ pitch



1. Title  
Your name and contact 
information. 

2. The problem 
What issue did you develop your 
product or service to solve? 

3. Solution 
How does your product or service 
solve a problem? 

4. Business model  
This covers your costs, 
distribution channels and how 
you’llcharge. 

5. The product’s special 
charm  
Explain what makes your offering 
unique.

6. Marketing and sales 
strategy  
How you will reach customers for 
a reasonable cost. 

7. Competition 
A realistic assessment of the 
marketplace you are entering. 

8. Management team  
Outline their backgrounds and 
skills. 

9. Financial projections  
Include other pertinent fiscal 
information. 

10.Current status, next 
steps  
How you will use any money you 
raise.



1. Logo

• Nothing but your nice logo 

• Introduce yourself

From : Startup Weekend Paris,Nezar Kadhem &Tomas Paulauskas



• What issue did you develop your product or service to 
solve ? 

• And want your listeners to believe it ? 

‣  Start it off with a story 

• How big is the problem 

‣  Can you relate it to someone who has the pain ? How many 
are like this person

2. Problem statement



• The solution is your product or service 

• Name it and state your mantra 

‣  A mantra is a tagline that summarize your business in clear 
and concise framing of 2 sentences. 

• Clearly explain how you alleviate the pain 

‣  Does the audience understand what you sell ? What is your 
value proposition to your customer ?

3. Solution



• Clearly explain in steps how your product of service 
works 

‣User open the URL 

‣User get logged 

‣How the user use the service 

‣How the user can pay 

• Gives examples showing your prototype, progress 
and how your team is able to execute well under 
pressure.

4. How does it work



• Prove that your customers want you ! 

‣  Conduct survey (Numbers!) 

‣  Feedback and Interview (Quality) 

‣Talk to your partners 

•  Impress

‣   Add quote from people you spoke with « … I would 
definitively pay… » 

‣Tell how much they said they are willing to pay

5. The facts !



• Clearly describe your business model Feedback and 
Interview (Quality) 

‣What are you main revenue stream ? 

‣  Monetary inflow and outflow between you company and 
relevant stakeholders in exchange for value proposition.  

•  Example

6. How you make money ?

https://zana.io/



• Who is your customer ? 

‣  Specify your target customer 

•  How big is your market ?

‣  Tell your addressable market 

‣  Explain how you got them 

• Who is your competitor 

‣  How and why are you better ? What is your secret deal !?

7. Your market !



• Waht is your market-entry strategy 

‣  How are you going to reach your early adopters ? 

‣What is your customer acquisition plan ? 

‣  Be creative. 

•  What are the milestones ?

8. Marketing



• Don’t confuse the judges with excel tables 

• Investors are looking for key numbers 

‣  What is the initial required investment to start you business ? 

‣  Pricing strategy 

‣  When do you forecast to breakeven ( the point at which cost 
or expenses and revenue are equal) 

‣  Show a graph of when your costs are going to decline or 
cash flow’s are positive

9. Business economics



• Give a reason for them to believe that you are ready to 
rock !!! 

• End by mentioning that you 

‣  have successfully identified a customer pain point 

‣  have a prototype 

‣  found a clear market entry strategy and that you need a 
precise amount of money to begin !  

• No « thank you » slide but say it

10. Last « killer » slide




